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The object of this note is to show that under suitable restrictions some
results on the wreath product of groups can be carried over to topological
groups. We prove in particular the following analogue of the well-known
theorem of Krasner and Kaloujnine (see for example [2] Theorem 3.5):

THEOREM. Let A and B be two locally compact topological groups, and let
(C, e) be an extension of A by B. If there exists a continuous left inverse x

of E, that is to say a continuous mapping r : B -*• C such that re is the identify
on B, then there exists a continuous monomorphism of C into the topological
standard wreath product of A by B.

We begin by defining 2 topological wreath products. We start from a
Hausdorff topological group A, a Hausdorff space Y, and a Hausdorff
topological group B acting continuously on Y. We write yb for the image of
y eY under b e B, so that y(bb') = (yb)b', and we assume that the unit
element 1 of B acts as the identity on Y. Let A (Y) denote the group of
continuous functions from Y to A under pointwise multiplication. We now
assume that A is locally compact; then A(Y), endowed with the compact
open topology, becomes a topological group.

Next we turn B into a group of automorphisms of A (Y) by defining the
mapping

A(Y)xB-+A(Y),

(/> &)->/»>
where /* e A (Y) is defined by

fi(y)=f{yb~1)

for all y eY. It is easy to verify that

for all /, / ' € A (Y) and all b, V e B.
1 We use algebraic rather than topological conventions, writing mappings as right operators:

in a product of mappings the left-hand factor is applied first.
2 The present definition of the Topological Wreath Product which is an improvement on

the authors' original definition is due to Prof. Karl H. Hofmann to whom the author's thanks
are due.
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If we now further assume that

is a continuous mapping, that is to say that B acts on A (Y), then the semi-
direct product P of A(Y) and B becomes a topological group.

LEMMA. / / the Hausdorff space Y is locally compact, then the mapping

is continuous, and thus P is then a topological group.

PROOF. Let W{K, U) be a neighbourhood of /* in A (Y) in the compact
open topology.3 Then

fb(K) Q U, that is f(Kb~l) Q U.

As Kb~l is compact in Y and / is a continuous mapping of Y into A, we can
find a neighbourhood Vo of Kb'1 in Y such that f(V0) Q U. Next, since Y is
assumed to be a locally compact Hausdorff space and Vo is a neighbourhood
of the compact set Kb*1, a closed compact neighbourhood V of Kb'1 can be
found such that Kb~x QV QV0. Again, since the mapping (y, b~x) -»• yb~x is
continuous in both variables and K is compact, there exists a neighbourhood
M of b'1 in B such that

(K, M) -> KM Q V.

Choose a neighbourhood N of b e B such that N~x Q M, and consider the
neighbourhoods W = W{V, U) of / in A (Y), and N of b in B, respectively.
If (/', b') e W xN, then 6'-1 e M and

/'•'(X) = f'iKb'-1) Q f(KM) Q f{V) Q U.
Thus

f'b'eW(K,U),
and the lemma follows.

We shall call the semi-direct product P of A (Y) and B the topological
wreath product of A and B, and write P = A Wr B, the action of B on Y
being understood. In particular we can make Y coincide with B, so that B
acts on itself by right multiplication. If B is locally compact, then the
topological wreath product so defined is called the topological standard
wreath product.

We remark that the topological standard wreath product of two locally
compact topological groups is complete. This follows from Theorems 11,12,
and 13 of Chapter 7 of [1] and from the facts that a locally compact group is

1 For the notation, see [1], p. 221. The W{K, U) form a sub-base for the compact open
topology, but it clearly suffices to deal with neighbourhoods of this form.
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complete and that the cartesian product of two complete uniform spaces
is again a complete uniform space.

We are now ready to prove the theorem enunciated in the introduction.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM. The algebraic part of the proof will be the
same as the proof of Theorem 3.5 in [2]. We have a continuous epimorphism
e : C -*• B and an iseomorphism (that is an isomorphism which is also a
homeomorphism)

a : ker(fi) -*• A;

moreover we are given a continuous mapping t: B -> C (not in general a
homomorphism) such that re is the identity on B. We define a mapping

y :C^AB

by putting, for all yeB,

(cy)(y) = ( ( y N - ' j ^ W - 1 ) * ,

and first show that cy : B -*• A is a continuous function, for every ceC.
Let yeB be arbitrary, and let N be a neighbourhood of (cy)(y) in A.

As a. is continuous, there is a neighbourhood K of [y{ce)~1)xc{yr)~1 in C
such that Ka. Q N. Next, since multiplication is continuous in C, we can
find neighbourhoods Co of (y(ce)^1)T and C1 of (yr)"1 such that C^cC^K.
Then, using also the continuity of T, we choose neighbourhoods Vo and Vt

of y in B such that

(V0-(ce)~i)rQC0, (V.r^QC,,
and thus

Put V = Von Vx; then

(cy)(V) Q ((Vo- (ce^rciVrf-^

hence cy is continuous at y, and as y e B is arbitrary, it follows that cy
belongs to A(B), for every ceC.

Thus y maps C into A (B), and we now show that y is continuous. Let
W(F, U) = {g\g(F) Q U} be a neighbourhood 4 of cy in A (B), where F is
compact in B and U is open in A. We have

(cy)(F)QU,

and it follows, using the continuity of all mappings and operations involved
in the definition of (cy){y), that to every y e F one can choose neighbour-
hoods V(y) of y in B and N(y) of c in C such that

4 See [1], p. 221; as before in the proof of the Lemma, it suffices to deal with neighbourhoods
of this form.
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Since F is compact, it can be covered by a finite set of neighbourhoods of the
form V(y), say

FQ U V(y{).
i - l , ••; n

Put

then iV* is a neighbourhood of c in C, and we have

((F • (A^eJ-iJr • IV* • (FT)-1)*^ U;

or, differently put,
N*yQW(F,U).

The continuity of y :C -* A (B) then follows.
We now define a mapping /< : C -> P by

eft = ce • cy.

Since the topology of P is the product topology of those of B and of A(B),.
and as s : C -> B and y :C -> A (B) are continuous, ft is also continuous.
It has been shown in [2], Proof of Theorem 3.5, that p. is a monomorphism.
The theorem thus follows.

Remark 1. The continuity of t, which is part of the hypothesis of our
theorem, is assured in the following instance:

THEOREM 3.1 of Hochschild [3] 5. Let A be a connected Lie group,
B a simply connected Lie group, (C, e) an extension of A by B. Then there
exists an analytic mapping x of B into C such that re is the identity mapping
on B.

Remark 2. In our theorem, if we further assume that A and B are
compact, then C is compact, and thus p, is a homeomorphism.

For, if r\ is the canonical homomorphism of C onto CjA, the mapping
TJ? from B to CjA is continuous, being the product of the continuous map-
pings T and r). That xv\ is one-to-one and onto can be proved using the fact
that there is an algebraic isomorphism /S from CjA to B. Hence CjA is
homeomorphic to B which is compact. From a well known theorem the
compactness of C then follows.

I wish to express my grateful thanks to Dr. V. K. Balachandran for his
encouragement and to Prof. B. H. Neumann for revising the original version,
of the paper.

6 The author is grateful to Dr. N. Ramabadhran for pointing out this theorem to her.
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